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The IDT R4640 is a true 64 bit high performance, low cost
processor. Operating at 180MHz, it achieves more than 235
dhrystone 2.1 MIPS performance and 90 million multiply/
accumulate (MAC) operations per second through the MAD
instruction. This MAC performance is a big plus for embedded DSP applications and achieves improvements of over
30% over applications which only use the multiply instruction.

Let us look at a simple example of calculating the following
series in a DSP C program:
/**
series = 1 + (2^i * 3^i) + xy + x^2 + x^3 + xyz + xz +
yz
**/

The R4640 has a MAD (Multiply and Accumulate) instruction which uses HI-LO as a 64 bit accumulator. The MAD
instruction is defined as :
MAD rs, rt

sum=1;
for (i = 0; i < 2; i++) {
sum += power(i,2) * power(i,3);
sum += x*y;
sum += (x*x);
sum += x*x*x;
sum += x*y*z;
sum += x*z;
sum += y*z;

and it has the following effect :
HI,LO <-- HI,LO + rs*rt
For 16 bit operands, the latency and the repeat rates for
MAD are 3 cycles and 2 cycles respectively. For 32 bit
operands, they are 4 cycles and 3 cycles respectively.
}
The MULT instruction is defined as :
MULT rs, rt

The function “power (int j,int l)” returns “l to the power of j”
.

and it has the following effect :
HI,LO <-- rs * rt
MULT has the same latency and repeat rates as MAD, but
we cannot take advantage of accumulating the result, a
function very commonly used in DSP programs. So, for
accumulation, the HI-LO registers will have to be saved in
general registers and later on added together. This will lead
to additional “MFHI”, “MFLO” and “ADD” instructions thereby
causing a major performance hit. Back to Back “MULT”s are
hence not possible when accumulation of results is required.
This leads to an additional performance hit because the lower
repeat rates of the “MULT” instruction cannot be exploited in
these cases.

Now, let us look at the assembly language code for the
portion of the program used to calculate the above series,
without assuming the availability of the MAD instruction:
############################################
#
# Assembly Language Code for the series
# 1 + (2^i * 3^i) + xy + x^2 + x^3 + xyz + xz + yz
#
# DOES NOT USE "MAD"s. USES "MULT"s
#
# Atleast 30% Performance Hit by using "MULT"
# instead of "MAD"
#
############################################
$L47:
jal
li

power
$5,0x00000002

move $16,$2
move $4,$18
jal power
li
$5,0x00000003
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############################################
#
#
Total Number of Instructions
#
in Critical Code =
23
#
#
Total Number of Cycles
#
in Critical Code =
37
#
############################################

mult
mflo
lw
mult
mflo
lw
mult
mflo
mult
mflo
mult
mflo
mult
mflo
mult
addu
addu
addu
addu
addu
addu
addu
mflo

$16,$2
$8
$5,16($sp)
$5,$5
$4
$2,20($sp)
$5,$2
$3
$4,$5
$10
$3,$19
$6
$5,$19
$7
$2,$19
$18,$18,1
$17,$17,$8
$17,$17,$3
$17,$17,$4
$17,$17,$10
$17,$17,$6
$17,$17,$7
$2

addu
slt
bne
nop

$17,$17,$2
$2,$18,2
$2,$0,$L47

############################################
#
# Assembly Language Code for the series
# 1 + (2^i * 3^i) + xy + x^2 + x^3 + xyz + xz + yz
#
# USES SINGLE AND BACK TO BACK "MAD"s
#
# Atleast 30% performance Improvement by using
"MAD"s
#
#
############################################

# 3 cycles
# 1 cycle
# 1 cycle
# 3 cycles
# 1 cycle
# 1 cycle
# 3 cycles
# 1 cycle
# 3 cycles
# 1 cycle
# 3 cycles
# 1 cycle
# 3 cycles
# 1 cycle
# 3 cycles
# 1 cycle
# 1 cycle
# 1 cycle
# 1 cycle
# 1 cycle
# 1 cycle
# 1 cycle
# 1 cycle

$L61:
jal
li

power
$5,0x00000002

move $16,$2
move $4,$18
jal power
li
$5,0x00000003
############################################
#
#
Total Number of Instructions
#
in Critical Code =
15
#
#
Total Number of Cycles
#
in Critical Code =
26
#
############################################

As you can see, each MULT takes 3 cycles. In addition,
each MULT has to be followed by a MFLO to save the LO
register and later on ADDU instructions are required to add
these values that are saved from the LO register. For 64 bit
results, MFHI would also be required.
Now let us look at the assembly language version of the
code used to calculate the above series by using the MAD
instruction.
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mtlo
mad
mflo
lw
lw
mul
addu
mul
addu
mtlo
mad
mad
mad
mad
mflo

$17
$16,$2
$17
$3,16($sp)
$5,20($sp)
$4,$3,$5
$17,$17,$4
$2,$3,$3
$17,$17,$2
$17
$2,$3
$4,$19
$19,$3
$19,$5
$17
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# 1 cycle
# 3 cycles
# 1 cycles
# 1 cycle
# 1 cycles
# 3 cycles
# 1 cycle
# 3 cycles
# 1 cycle
# 1 cycle
# 2 cycles Repeat Rate
# 2 cycles
# 2 cycles
# 3 cycles
# 1 cycle

# 90 MILLION MADS PER SECOND AT 180 MHz
# Latency for one MAD is 3 cycles
# Repeat rate for MAD is only 2 cycles
addu
slt
bnel
move

$18,$18,1
$2,$18,2
$2,$0,$L61
$4,$18

As you can see, the most critical loop uses only 26 cycles
versus 37 cycles without MADs which is a 30% improvement.
Further, the same number of cycles would be required in the
second case using MADs for 64 bit results also which would
yield a performance improvement of close to 40% versus 64
bit results for MULTs.
Conclusion
Hence, the MAD instruction in R4640 can be utilized to get
a distinct performance advantage in DSP programs. This
performance advantage could easily reach 40% versus processors which do not support a Multiply/Accumulate instruction.
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